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About This Game

Drive your bus through New York!

Dense traffic, one way streets and a huge city are waiting for you! Sit down at the steering wheel and carry the residents of New
York to their final destination. Pay attention to traffic rules, pedestrians, and take care to arrive on time! Punctuality is required
and rewarded! Experience the realistic driving feeling and sensitively control your bus using all your concentration through the

streets of New York!

Features

Realistic Driving and cornering ability

Detailed passenger animation

Well animated and detailed city

Realistic simulated traffic

Extra-bonus for stopping at the bus stop perfectly
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Title: New York Bus Simulator
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Little Freedom Factory
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1,5 GHz Pentium 4, AMD Athlon 1500+ or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce FX 5600, AMD 9500, Intel GMA 950 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard

English,French,German,Polish
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Good program but the absence of a pdf manual is a real downside.. It's worth learning German for!. Great little 2 hour puzzler.
Level 57 drove me nuts. The rest were quite manageable. Nice flow and great music.. I bought this game when it was out but
played just first level. After 2 years I came back and I must say it's a little gem. I really like the survival part. Game is not long
but enough for knowing a story behind... Yes it reminds a bit of Alien Isolation with all those hidings and running. If someone
like scifi with decent story and survival it's a good choise.... Columns was a simple albeit boring game but this sequel introduced
a competitive element to the game. Now you cannot just play casually you have to be pitted against an AI. You use the gems you
have collected to push up the floor of your opponent and long chains of matches ends up cursing your opponent. But I felt it
didn't really work and it just ended up being annoying. Again I would not bother getting this game.. To start off this is a great
game. Yes, it could use some MAJOR improvements like in the hud and animations, death screens, etc but considering it's a
somewhat new game it's pretty good and it deserves more players. I enjoy playing the game but i think there should be different
sounds, and again more features. i would like to ask again and would appreciate some major improvements. I got the game for
free and it was mainly to idle it but when i opened the game i founded it very addicting. Recommended.. This game is a
masterpiece of narrative - it's a work of art.

It's probably the best game I've bought this year.
It might also be good for echoic memory training, as this is the primary skill a player is expected to employ in game.

Unheard is an experience unlike anything you could possibly find outside of computer games, much like Observer.

There is no way through literature, TV, movies or any other form of art that could convey such intricate and well-designed,
narrative and plot-based puzzles.

A simple interface, attractive graphics, clear audio (fairly well voice-acted in English) and basic premise.
It is challenging to get it right first time round, and replaying a scenario will often result in discovering layers to the story that
may have been missed.

My only gripe is that the deep and elaborate story is glossed over in search of only a few "Truths", where there might be many
more questions to answer in order to proceed.

There is more content inside the content already - it simply isn't there yet.
If this was added, perhaps it would be more challenging than a few basic questions that might be answered after only one or two
runs of a scenario (whether they are deduced or verified - the game does not force a deduction to be verified to be accepted).

Plot twists all over, waiting to be found - it will take more than one run through a scenario to gather the "Truth".
The writing team must have every second of ever single character's part in each scene scripted, which is no small
accomplishment.
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One or two cases have been fairly obvious as to the "Truth", simply because it make's sense.
Because of this - It's a shame the "Truth" questions are so few, as there could be many more asked to add much more to the
game in terms of its play-time and challenge.

After each scenario, a short movie will play that highlights key points that - half the time - I didn't use to make my deductions.

If you enjoy deduction, logical or social, and enjoy piecing together what happened, who did what, how this went down - this
game is for you.

Sadly, like most under-rated and lesser-noticed, unique, niche, memorable and compelling games, replay value is limited
without additional content - but there is (free) DLC incoming, that I would happily pay for (and a season pass).

Where Orwell is text-based and fairly linear, Unheard is sound-based and - despite it's non-divergence from a timeline - does
not direct you down a corridor in any way.

Beholder, in a way, is also similar, but more... busy and fiddly, with less emphasis on paying attention than on meddling.

Unheard is a passive experience.
There is no engagement between the player and the world, beyond checking intel.

I'm halfway through, after about an hour idle and playing slow... (it's too good to rush and take the short-cut routes available).

So probably 6-8 hours to complete for most, maybe you could finish it in 3 if you rushed and made use of the rewind and fast
forward features - however there appear to be at least 4 endings, and I've found new things out each time I've played a scenario
through.

Each scenario lasts around 10 minutes average, in which there might be a dozen or more characters and many interactions to
follow in order to gather both names and the "Truth".

In that some regards, it's the Hitman of the Intel \/ Detective genre - you can deduce who's who and answer the key questions
through a number of ways, but the way in which you do it is up to you (even if it's brute-force).

Complete the objective and find out that there was another way to do this.

It would be good to see more questions added to answer as to the "Truth" of any situation.
There is much intrigue that might enable this without much else.

Content is coming, and this is the limiting factor for the game - without fresh content, it will be "complete" and will leave such
an indelible mark that it will not be forgotten for a long time.

5 stars for the unique concept, execution and gameplay mechanic.
2 stars for replay value and short lifespan.
2 stars for the free DLC.

Giving it a solid 9\/10.
It might be a cult classic. It might go unnoticed.

But it is one of the best deduction \/ intelligence gathering games I have played since Sid Meiers' Covert Action back in the
early 90s. Which I still play today, as it is from the time of ageless classics of PC gaming.

I'm sure this game will have more to offer in the future - if there are more scenarios, free or paid (as I said, I would happily pay
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a season pass for this) - it would still be worth writing a review for a game that I believe to be the best I have picked up this year.

It'd make a good game for a tablet, if you can get a VM on your Android device.. Beware. As it stands, the game has very little
content, despite being in development for a while.
Edit: after talking with the developer, I changed the previous paragraph.

The game has about 15 minutes of gameplay! I have more since I was exploring the mechanics a bit more, to see if there was
anything beyond the lackluster surface. And then to farm cards. There's nothing.

First off, I've found his youtube channel. There's a video of this game from September 2013... it looked identical. Then, the
game entered Early Access a month ago, and has basically no content. The game's planned time in EA is 6 months. I can't think
of how they'll pull it off in 5 months, seeing that this game has existed for a looong time and is as it is.
Also, the developer is claiming to be porting the game over to Unreal because of user feedback... out of nowhere, essentially.
There was a poll of sorts, but the whole thing makes little sense.

Oh well, you now have the shady information I stumbled upon. On to the game, then.

Well, it looks like old X-COM, but is actually a top-down shooter. You point to stuff and shoot them. Enemies take a bunch of
shots to die and there's very little feedback. They'll always shoot at where you are, and their bullets are fast, so you have to stand
as far as possible and "circle" with the 8 direction system.

Not very interesting at all. The guns all feel the same. There's a shotgun that shoots exactly as the laser rifle... only damage
changes... It's not very good.
There's a seemingly complete inventory and upgrade system built into the game, which is quite cool. You collect 2 currencies in
the levels and then upgrade your stuff. That would be cool, if there was anything worth upgrading. For now, it's just numbers
like Health, Armor, Damage, Rate of Fire, etc. And as I said, the guns feel really, really bad. You click, and a projectile is
created. No muzzle flash, no recoil, no screenshake, nothing. It's very, very, very basic.

The game looks pretty nice, though! It's a bit rough overall, but I really like the style. There are a few visual glitches, but nothing
overwhelming.

The levels consist of "kill these 3 enemies", then move another place to "kill these 2 guys". There are only 2 enemy types, and
their AI is non-existant. They're stacionary, and they shoot at you.

There's also a Boss fight. Nothing too complex, but it's cool that it exists.

I mean... this is not good at all. The only redeeming factor is the visual style. And even that, it's not good enough for
recommendation.

Honestly, I'd like to see this be a cool game. But, with all of the above, this does not seem serious at all. And something that
most people with *little* programming experience could put together in a couple of hours.

I'll update this if anything changes.. Wonderful diversion for those who love puzzle games! I wish that there was something like
this in real life because it is really very enjoyable for me to play. A really creative game. It makes me want to have those
wooden models be made in real life. Pick this game up when you can!. Quite sad...
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The Kings' Crusade is a crime against gaming. I really wanted to like this game; it's set in an interesting time period, features
cool historical figures and looks good on paper. However, all that you will take away from this game is that it is more broken
than my dreams, is savagely unbalanced and is about as fun as amateur surgery.

The main meat of this game is Total War-style RTS battles. However, where the Total War franchise manages to create
suspense, challenge and fun, Kings' Crusade creates frustration, sadness and glitches. The battles themselves are plagued by poor
troop-control mechanics (which is to say, they are as unbelievely slow-moving, have barely any formations and run away to
attack the enemy at random). This combines with the insanely over-powered enemy to create a massively annoying experience.
Take the second mission for example: the Saracens for some reason receive 2 missile launcher squads (I'm not even kidding).
These boys will rip through your janky troops like Uncle Phil on a Christmas turkey - and all you can do is sit there and take it
like a champ because your troops run at 2 mph and have a mind of their own.

The game's biggest crime however is how broken it is as a piece of software. When I first fired it up, the screen was streched
out of proportion and this couldn't be remedied through the in-game options. After managing to sort it out through wizardry, I
went on to the play the game only to find that there is a near universal crash after the first mission. Though I found a work-
around by trawling the forums like a peasant, the game still crashes at random once you get beyond the incredibly boring first
mission, rendering all the time you watched your goons crawl painfully across the desert pointless.

Bonus burns: the voice acting is absolutely terrible. For some reason the Pope is American and sounds like he has a mouth full
of golden syrup. Also, although I've spent a few hours trying to get this turd to work, it says I've only played for 6 mins. Another
sign of a well-polished piece of software.

All in all, I really did want to like this game, but it is a disgusting mess and is probably the reason why the Crusades failed in real
life.

1 Deus Vult/10. \u5168\u5c4f\u6709BUG\u5e0c\u671b\u53ef\u4ee5\u4fee\u590d\u4e00\u4e0b\u3002\u7a97\u53e3\u4e0b\u7
3a9\u7684\u8bdd\uff0c\u4eba\u7269\u592a\u5c0f\u4e86\uff0c\u770b\u7684\u5f88\u86cb\u75bc\u3002. Better than the
basketball in Rocket League. Couldn't get through this one. I found it to be a very slow game. The people you talk to won't say
much or give mundane answers. Some of the locations you go to you find nothing. I just got bored with it, and decided to play
something else.. Can't seem to build the first building in Level 1.1 :\/
. Nice puzzle game and similar to mindblox in style and quality. They all build around a different core mechanic.

- the puzzles are very hard, maybe to hard, other modes and difficulties would be even better
- style is generally cool like the others
- a good variety of different objects
- the later levels are motion sickness pure!
- but the menu could need a bit rework. The idea of a soccer (or football for the non Americans lol) management MMO
sounded really good on the surface. FM has as online career mode, but I feel the way FM is set up, that the mode works better if
you have a friend or two and you guys play while chatting on SKype or Discord. I don't consider myself an expert on tactics and
player ratings, but I do feel I have picked up enough in my time playing the FM series to have a decent enough grasp on them,
so the fact that the game doesn't throw your tiny starter team into a league with giants (like a real life Madrid or Man City) was a
bonus. The ability to create your own club is great. My issue is that, at this stage at least, the game is rather bare bones. The
interface is about as minimal as you can get, and while I know the game is in early dev, the text based style feels like something
you could have gotten a decade ago and have the exact same look. There are few options to change graphics, so you are
essentially stuck with what they give you. The game does have a guide, which is absolutely needed for learning how the game
functions, especially in the early going. The isue is that acessing the guide isn't easy. The devs also state that there is no in game
pay to win system, and that appears true on the surface as there is no way to buy extra funds or pay for shortcuts or training
boosts. However, the devs have a Patreon page set up that allows those who sub to the page to get insite into each update (which
are usually monthly) before they are released and voice their opinions into the direction of production, thereby influencing the
future of the game. They also have an unusual way of policing their in game communication between players. There are some
mods in the chat, which helps, but they rely on a blacklist system for most of their policing. That would be fine, but if enough
people blacklist you, then you are banned. The ability for a group power dynamic is way too high for that to be used. There is
potential here, especially if the team can learn to be UK centric, but at this stage you are better off sticking with FM or
something similar.. I wasn't sure what to expect really with this one. I think going into it with that mind set helped me enjoy it a
bit more. The game is sort of a physics puzzler in SPACE. Taking advantage of orbital mechanics and the so - called solar flairs
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as well as your thrusters to move thru and complete the levels. I had some fun with it, you may to. If the price is right and you
like these sort of games than give it a go.
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